Collegeium Scheduled

Dr. Irwin W. Bower, biologist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will lecture on molecular biology and medicine during the Collegeium scheduled for this Thursday. The lecture takes place at 7:30 p.m. in 102 West Hall.

Geralds Talk Blasts Foreign Aid Program

Assistant Professor of Anthropology Fisher F. Geralds blasted American foreign aid programs because of their ignorance of local African conditions. "African country, where he lived for several years, is almost as close to the hearts of Dr. Irwin W. Sizer, biologist at the Mass. Institute of Technology, sponsored by the biology dept.

Almost 100 Students Stage Library Sit-In Demonstration

Dean Intervenes As 100 Students Offer Different Views

Discuss American Scene '65

LSA Studies Social Program

The Lafayette Student for Social Awareness "is organized to present different opinions on social issues to the campus," says Robert McFarland, a student in the field of social sciences.

YAF Supports Free Enterprise

The organization "is to support the American political movement," says Phil Bescher, a Lafayette student. Bescher organized the local YAF group in February.

Leonard Ellicott Laughter - And A Little Ire

Almost as close to the hearts of Lafayette graduates as Pardee Hall and Colonial Chapel is that term, "behind the scenes"-animal who scrounges at the garbage in front of the library. The Leo's activities have been a part of football tradition at Lafayette for many years. During the past three years, the course has been under the Leo's nest has been Dave Landis. With only two men home grown, Landis looks back on the past three years as one filled with amusing and sometimes dangerous incidents. Twice within the past two days he has been jumped by two men, one of whom had a knife.

Dean Calls and students cheerfully leave Van Wickel.

Frosh Council 'Going Great'; Schedules I-F Dance Nov. 11

The Frosh Council is "going great," says Allen Rudy, Frosh Council president. Rudy is Sophomore Council president and will preside over the PCC meetings.

The Council will also organize the Frosh Council on the Intercollegiate Council.
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Breath of Partisanship

The Young Americans for Freedom, a right-wing student organization with offices in New York, has petitioned Student Council for the privilege of existence on campus. Douglas M. Gerlach, Student Council President and Business Manager in Hogg Hall basement

...first sight that a visitor sees when he walks into the great hall. And it would be only because he would be...
**LAFAYETTE**

**From the Bench**

by BILL JEREMIAH

Coach George Davidson’s players started hoping it up last Monday when fourteen men turned out for varsity tryouts in Alumni Gym. With only four returnees coming from last year’s 1-6-0 squad the team will have to work out for them to be ready for their opener against Pennsylvania in number 2.

The football team, however, do not fill the needs for Pard basketball at center. George Davidson is back again. The Pards have caused too much varietarianism again this year. The leader with Davidson, who has been the backcourt men, says Rule, Dan George and George Hossenlopp.

**Lettermen Return**

Captain Harry "Ohio" Landy is back again—praise de Landy! Landy led the team last year in scoring, with 31 points, helped the team win by one point and followed with an easy tap into the unattended cage. This insurance tally proved to be unneeded as the bucknell defenses failed below their initial victory after six losses. Leopards Score

1-2
2-0
4-1

The Pards’ only score, after five minutes of the first period, came as a result of an "error in position of the Scarlet Knights, Hal Wieland, playing outside right, had too much varsity game experience to be trapped by the Scarlet defense. The Pard forwards, however, did not score again late in the first half.

The Leopards were forced to meet the effective running backfield of the Scarlet Knights for in the first quarter Bucknell field was nullified, however, as the Scarlet Knights have played so far. This combination was too much for the Leopards. Wieland, working as the full back, forced to play their game against the Scarlet Knights. The ball was completely in the middle of the field, the Maroon attack was nullified by aggressive Bucknell defense.

** trois**

Starts Wednesday

**STATE THEATER**

audrey hepburn

george peppard

"breakfast at tiffany’s" in color

1:30, 2:30, 7:20, 7:20, 9:20
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**Christmas is Coming Soon**

For a gift of quality and unusual character—why not give HER a distinctive piece of jewelry from J. F. ROGERS"
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Melange Sales Campaign on; Rate Reduced

A new Melange sales drive began Wednesday. Reduced rates on the yearbook have been extended until Nov. 15. Until then the regular edition will be $7.00 and the deluxe edition, with the student's name on the cover, will be $8.00.

Students who wish to purchase a Melange should contact their faculty advisor or any member of the administration. Discounts are available for groups of 10 or more.

LISA STUDIES PROB.

The group is considering the idea of shelters as a way to deal with the problem of overcrowding. They believe that shelters would be a valuable resource in the community.

NEGOTIATIONS

(continued from page two)

The negotiations have been divided into two main areas: taxes and labor disputes.

Ruttorf Chosen 'Lafayette' Artist

Al Ruttorf, '63 has been appointed as the new artist for 'Lafayette.' His works will appear in each edition of the paper. He is an associate art editor of the 'Lafayette' and is in his third year. His work is characterized by a sense of humor, and he is a member of the founding staff.

LIU STUDIES PROB.

The group is considering the idea of shelters as a way to deal with the problem of overcrowding. They believe that shelters would be a valuable resource in the community.

Debut At Dance

Five members of the Freshmen Class who were not part of the original group called the Freshmen Five performed at the Freshman Fling Oct. 21, playing in the gymnasium.

Featuring Tom Dawes on the piano, Roger Bartels on the drums, Earl Pickard on the bass, and Charles Coleson, they were received with enthusiasm by the audience. The group's music was well received, and they were invited to perform again.

SAFETY

The safety of the students is a top priority for the administration. They are working with the police department to ensure the safety of the students.
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